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Abstract  
Under realistic estimates of geophysical conditions, two procedures are presented for 
diminishing the intensity of a hurricane: before it reaches landfall; or quenching it in its incipient 
stage. We demonstrate that within present-day technology, it is possible to mix the cold deep 
ocean with the warm surface layer sufficiently, and in a timely manner, in order to decrease the 
intensity.  Two strategies will be presented: (1) In a manner similar to hurricane weakening by 
landfall, a virtual early landfall is created on the hurricane path, before true landfall; (2) The 
ocean surface area of an identified tropical depression or storm, with hurricane potential, is 
tracked and cooled by continued anti-cyclonic mixing until it is no longer a threat. 
Estimates of the power needed to perform the needed ocean mixing, in a timely manner, shows 
that this might be accomplished by assembling a sufficient number of high performance 
submarines. Accomplishment is facilitated by a remarkably high coefficient of performance, 
O(104). Destructive power ~ 3
mV  , where mV  is maximal hurricane wind speed, thus even a modest 
20% reduction in wind speed produces a ~50% reduction in damage causality. 
Novel submarine modifications are introduced to achieve the mixing process  
It is the contention of this paper that a practical framework exists for sensibly reducing the 
tragedy and devastation caused by hurricanes. 
1. Introduction 
To paraphrase the description of another human calamity 1 , a hurricane (cyclone, typhoon) is the 
emperor of all meteorological disasters. With cyclonic diameters in the thousand-mile range, a 
hurricane is huge, and with estimated energies of order 1019 Joules, equivalent to roughly 
100,000 medium-size atomic bombs 2, it is a monster! 
A hurricane is fueled by radial inflow of saturated water-vapor, collected at the sea surface, into 
the low-pressure core region, the eye. This provides energy that intensifies the cyclonically 
spiraling wind into a compressed vortex.  As parcels of moist warm air are drawn into the vortex, 
they rise, give up heat, and eventually exit as cool dry air in the upper levels of the troposphere. 
The process has been likened to a Carnot cycle 3. For a scientific and historical introduction to 
hurricanes, see 4. 
Any attempt to modify this monster might seem foolhardy. Nevertheless, on reaching landfall, a 
hurricane is removed from its energy source, and its intensity decreases in time. The maximal 
speed of a hurricane, denoted by Vm,, the measure of hurricane intensity. The temporal landfall 
decay of intensity has been shown to be described by5, 
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thus roughly 10 hours after landfall, the maximal hurricane velocity falls by more than half. It is 
an empirical fact that a hurricane cannot form unless the sea surface temperature (SST) is greater 
than 26°C, 6 . The possibility of creating an artificial landfall is here considered, by cooling a 
well-specified portion of the hurricane’s ocean track, in advance of true landfall.  
The aim of this study is to use this observation and allied ideas, to find practical means for 
altering ocean conditions in ways that will mitigate the intensity of impending cyclones. 
2. A Representative Calculation 
As a nominal calculation, consider a hurricane of eye diameter 30 miles, traveling at a speed of 
12 mph, over the North Atlantic. A warm ocean surface layer lies above a cold deep sea, and the 
transition from the surface layer to the cold sea below is referred to as the thermocline. This is 
depicted in the figure below for the Caribbean, the Gulf of Mexico, and the North Atlantic. The 
representative calculation will be performed for the case of a North Atlantic hurricane. 
                                               
Figure 1. Three different thermocline locations as they typically appear in the month of August. 
For illustration consider a square meter column of seawater spanning the surface layer and 
thermocline, left panel of Figure 2 below. The aim is to mix the column, to obtain the uniform 
column shown at the right.  The argument is informal and round numbers will be used. 
                                             
 
Figure 2. Left column: The case of the North Atlantic, with upper layer Hu = 20 m, and 
temperature Tu = 27°C; the lower layer Hl = 50 m, and at a temperature of 20°C. Right column: 
represents the uniform mixed upper and lower columns. Both columns have 1 m² cross-section. 
If the heat capacity is taken as a constant, the mixture temperature reduction is found to be 
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a decrease greater than usually needed to reduce the surface layer to be less than 26°C.  
The difference in the potential energies of the two columns of figure 2 represents the minimal 
needed work, W, to obtain the mixed right-hand column 
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To underline the consequences of this result, note that this is equivalent to the energy needed to 
light a 200 W bulb for a minute. This calculation is key to further applications, and informs us 
that since ( ) / .2%l u l    , relatively little work is required in the mixing. As discussed 
below this is due to an extremely high COP (coefficient of performance). For emphasis it is 
again noted that (2.3) is the minimal required work of mixing/m2, to be enlarged on below. 
 
3. A Virtual Landfall 
The theme behind this section is captured by the following quotation: “a 2.5° C decrease in 
temperature near the core of the storm (hurricane) would suffice to shut down energy production 
entirely” 8. The 10 hour duration suggested by (1.1) suggests that we focus on a nominal track 
area of 30 miles × 120 miles ≈1010 m2. This, with (2.3), then implies that to achieve mixing for 
the proposed virtual landfall requires a minimal energy input of 
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is needed, an energy equivalent to that of a modest-sized atomic bomb.  
A submarine is the least risky vessel for delivery of the needed energy of mixing; the most 
powerful source of energy is a nuclear reactor. The Russian Shark class nuclear submarine has a 
power rating of ≈2×108 Joules/sec 9, an estimate which will be taken as representative of nuclear 
submarines reactors. This is equivalent to the output of the power station of a small city. Thus, 
for the 10 hours (=3.6×104 sec.) duration needed to create the virtual landfall, this amounts to a 
total energy of ≈ 1013Joules. It follows from (2.4) that roughly 10 submarines are required to 
create the desired virtual landfall. 
 
4. Additional Considerations 
Cold sea water, raised from some depth, and released at the sea surface, would simply fall back 
to its own level, unless quickly and thoroughly mixed, say by turbulence, the most efficient 
mixer. Based on typical US nuclear submarine specifications (Virginia and Ohio class), a sub’s 
beam is about 40 feet and its speed about 40 mph. From these estimates, a typical Reynolds 
number, Re, is ≈ 108, which implies a fully turbulent wake starting with a 40-foot diameter. In 
section 5, we suggest modifications to submarine architecture, in order to enhance its 
performance as a turbulent mixer. 
Nothing in our deliberations thus far suggests that a hurricane can be shut down, rather the 
present focus is on diminishing the intensity of a hurricane, Vm. For example, wind force is 
proportional to 2
mV . However, hurricane damage is proportional to the rate of work, i.e., power, 
and therefore proportional to 3
mV  . This distinction is central to damage calculations, for example, 
under the hypothesis that mV can be diminished by 20%, with damage costs being roughly halved! 
In this regard, it should be noted that estimated hurricane costs to world economies, due to 
cyclonic damage, can vary from tens of billions to tens of trillions of dollars, depending on the 
measures used in the study 10,11 .  Thus, reducing destructive costs by half takes on profound 
economic significance. 
Coefficient of Performance 
It follows from elementary thermodynamic arguments 12 that for a 30-mile × 120-mile ocean area 
to be cooled, not by mixing, but by heat removal, say by a Carnot cycle and by 5°C, to a depth of 
20 meters, requires an energy proportional to 
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up to a proportionality constant.  On the other hand, the proposed pack of submarines would 
accomplish this reduction, by lifting deep cold water that is mixed with the warm surface water, 
with calculated work W , (2.4). 
This implies that the coefficient of performance in using the submarine pack is 
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which can be compared to a COP of 2 or 3 for a conventional heat pump.  At the heart of this 
remarkable energy leverage is the slight increase in relative ocean density of the cooled deep 
water, and the minuscule work needed. 
Efficiency 
The calculation ofW , (2.4), is based on achieving the right panel of figure 2, and as such, 
represents the minimal required work. To address question of efficiency of the proposed mixing, 
denote the total work needed to accomplish the required cooling by TW  , simple dimensional 
reasoning suggests that 
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is the density factor, and Re, flow Reynolds num ber. The above Reynolds number estimates 
imply that the flow is fully turbulent. In the absence of a density gradient .TW W  To see this 
imagine that the lower portion in the left panel of figure 2 is dyed black, and the upper is 
colorless. After mixing the right panel would then be a shade of gray. The dye is a passive scale 
or, and in view of the high Re is mixed without work 13. Although this does not address the issue 
of efficiency, it does suggest that the additional work, needed to achieve full mixing in the 
presence of the density gradient is given by (4.3), under the limits 0& Re ,      
 .TW W    (4.5) 
The appropriate proportionality constant requires experiment. In regard to the second strategy, it 
is proposed that the mixing be achieved by a spiraling out of the submarine pack in an anti-
cyclonic manner away from the storm center, see Figure 4, so that the center becomes a zone of 
high pressure, and the flow is outward, thus diminishing the probability of cyclonic development, 
and possibly lifting cooler ocean to the surface. 
5. Submarine Modification 
The design of a nuclear submarine is highly influenced by the need to avoid wake detection by 
satellite imaging. The present application, which has no such detection constraint, and to the 
contrary, the desire is to have the largest possible wake. The only size limitation is the modest 
requirement that propeller tip speed must be below the sound speed of seawater. The figure 
below shows a Virginia class submarine with a proposed enlarged propeller unit. 
                                      
Figue 3.  Silhouette of Virginia Class submarine in black, and modified propeller system in blue. 
It is proposed that the submarine modification include a variable diameter propeller, starting with 
the beam diameter of Do~40 feet. Therefore, turbulent diffusion and the action of the propulsion 
system implies fully-developed turbulence across the wake. Wake growth, D, with distance 
downstream, X, is given by   
 .22/ 1.25 ( / ) ,D Do X Do    
an empirical formula developed in US Navy laboratories 14. This predicts that after one sub 
length,~450 feet, the wake diameter is ~100 feet. Under this scenario, the work done in lifting 
the heavier deep ocean water is subsumed by turbulence 
6. An Example 
Consider Dorian, the 2019 devastating Atlantic hurricane.  Retrospectively, the precise hurricane 
path is known.  Dorian’s early development was determined by the trade winds that brought 
Dorian, as a tropical storm on an ocean path that transformed it to a category 4-5 hurricane when 
it reached the Bahamas on September 1, near Abaco Island.  The last leg of Dorian’s Bahamian 
path brought it to a stagnation point, where it lingered for two days, all the while churning up 
cold ocean water.  This reduced its intensity, a negative feedback effect 15 16.  As a result, when it 
left the Bahamas, it was weakened to a category 2 hurricane. This is the scenario reported in the 
media, and attributed to NOAA.  Subsequent northerly hurricane movement, was determined by 
the Westerlies and other natural conditions, conditions that restored its intensity to a category 4-5 
hurricane. 
Had the framework proposed here been in place, the path to the Bahamian stagnation point 
would have been replaced by a cooled surface layer, formed by a submarine-churned deeper cold 
ocean, a half day in advance of Dorian’s arrival, thus possibly then arriving as a category 1 or 2 
hurricane. Further, during the last day of Dorian’s milling around near Abaco Island, submarine-
pack churning of deep cold ocean water would be continued.  As calculated in the manuscript, 
the now weaker Dorian would further be reduced by half again according to 5 and thus the 
devastation is reduced by ~ 1/8. In toto, the prediction is that Dorian would have left the 
Bahamas no worse than when it left Halifax, Nova Scotia, four days later, as a tropical storm. 
The 2nd strategy 
North Atlantic tropical depressions and storms that are spawned off the west coast of Africa, can 
be precursors to hurricanes, and as a result, are monitored, by NOAA through satellite imaging. 
On this basis, one might consider an alternate course of action, whereby submarines (or in this 
case even surface vessels) are immediately dispatched to an area deemed to be a potential 
hurricane.  For example, Dorian, was recognized as a threat on August 23, 2019; within a week it 
exhibited cyclonic behavior. An alternate strategy would have been to dispatch submarines 
immediately on August 3, with the mission of anti-cyclonically cooling and pursuing the tropical 
disturbance until it no longer posed a threat. A sketch shown in figure 4 below.                        
.  
Figure 4. From the northern hemisphere this sketch indicates a possible anti-cyclonic path for 
stirring a patch of potential hurricane development. This induces an outward flow, accompanied 
by high-pressure center. If the arrows are reversed, the cyclonic path is a candidate for hurricane 
development, with a low pressure center. 
The sketched pattern, or a like pattern, would then be repeated, until the goal is achieved This 
strategy has advantages. For example, the need for precise forecasting is diminished; also it is 
likely that fewer submarines will be required; and lastly the potential storm has less opportunity 
for accumulating moisture, and thereby would rule out the heavy rainfall that accompanies 
typical hurricanes. 
7. Discussion  
The earth may be viewed as a sphere that is rotating counterclockwise in the northern 
hemisphere and clockwise in the southern sphere. Vortex dynamics in this domain has been 
considered in the literature17. The rotating sphere, a Riemannian manifold, has been considered, 
in the above, as made up of Euclidean patches, each with its own thermocline and Coriolis 
constant. As the potential hurricane passes from one patch to another, will require modification 
to the mitigation strategy, a task that is regarded as beyond the scope of the present study. 
One might wonder: “How long does the newly mixed cooled sea surface layer persist?” 
Ironically, this is answered by satellite imagery of an actual hurricane. Hurricane Gilbert 18, on 
September 14, 1988 moved across the northwest coast of the Yucatán Peninsula, and as the 
imagery reveals, it churned the cold deep waters of the Gulf of Mexico, so that a wide swath of 
surface fell from 28°C to 24°C. The satellite imagery demonstrated that five days later, as 
hurricane Gilbert passed over Mexico, the prior cooled sea surface layer still persisted. 
Since the likely operating depth of the submarines is about 100-200 feet below the surface, there 
is little danger to the crew.19 As already alluded to, it is a classical result that at such depths 
storm conditions are slight compared to conditions at the surface19. For this reason, a surface 
vessel cannot be considered, except as noted above. 
The overarching questions and issues of this study involve scope, scale, and expense of 
embarking on a program to implement the present suggestions. While such considerations are not 
in the realm of science, they can be rationally addressed. 
The aim of this paper is to provide, in terms of real examples, practical frameworks for 
mitigating and even preventing the economic and human devastation caused by cyclones. Plainly 
put the biggest question of the proposed program is whether the proposed allocations are enough. 
For example, will 10 submarines be enough? Can some experiments provide answers? While 
water tunnel and numerical experiments might be helpful, the very large Reynolds number≈ 108 
and the existence of temperature and density gradients limits what can be learned from 
experiments.  Modification of a single traditional submarine, along with a test program that 
includes satellite imagery would provide relatively low-cost answers to such questions. 
Cost questions are inescapable. A modern nuclear submarine costs about $2 billion. Availability 
from a mothballed fleet would help.  Given that the estimated economic cyclone cost over the 
next 10 years to the worldwide economy is greater than $1 trillion, any effort that diminishes the 
intensity of hurricanes makes pursuit of the present framework compelling, even if it involves 
spending billions. 
Currently, there are 5 countries, China, Russia, France, the UK, and the USA, that have fleets of 
nuclear submarines and possibly some submarines that are mothballed. In this context it should 
be pointed out that the US economy is not the most affected by hurricane devastation. According 
to studies 11 Japan, China, the Philippines and Eastern countries experience the greatest 
devastation from cyclones. The consequences of hurricanes are a global problem. 
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